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Abstract 
Navigation mesh is an important representation method for 3D game scene, and its generation technology directly 
influenced the game role's pathfinding efficiency. Firstly introduced several common representation methods for 3D 
game scene, and proposed an automatic generation method of navigation mesh using the Delaunay triangulation 
technology. Secondly, realized the path connection table according to the connectivity between discrete navigation 
mesh nodes, and finished the game role's path planning based on this connection table. At last, in view of the specific 
requirements of the game pathfinding, put forward some improvements from path search efficiency and path smooth. 
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1. Introduction
The game pathfinding is the foundation and important composition of the game artificial intelligence
and is game role's most basic skill. Because 3D game scene is usually more complex than 2D game scene, 
the quantity of scene representation node is huger, and the realistic requirement is higher. All these caused 
the path planning in 3D game scene is more complex than in 2D game scene. Simultaneity, in order to let 
the player obtain more realistic scene information by operating the virtual game role,  also need the virtual 
role in 3D game can be shown with more intelligent, flexibility and openness. Therefore, in order to 
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realize game role's pathfinding in 3D game, still need to solve a series of problems, such as 3D game 
scene representation, data storage structure optimization and search strategy optimization, collision 
detection, obstruction avoiding collision and so on. The paper realized an automatic generation method of 
navigation mesh, and realized the path connection table according to the connectivity between navigation 
mesh nodes, and improved the game role’s path planning algorithm by search the path connection table. 
2. The representation of 3D game scene 
Generally, 3D game scene contains a variety of environmental information such as roads, lawns, 
forests, mountains, rivers, lakes, etc. For game roles some environmental information can pass, others are 
obstacles. So the scene map must be preprocessed before path planning, which means uniformly 
describing the whole map in one standard way, and then the environmental information could be 
represented uniformly. 
The representation method of 3D game scene determines the navigation mesh complexity, navigation 
mesh is simpler, path planning cost is smaller, reasonable scene representation method can better match 
the scene geographical feature, make pathfinding and game role's movement more true naturally. 
Currently, the familiar methods of scene map representation are: Grids, Waypoints and Navigation 
Meshes. The map representation can bring huge difference in the pathfinding quality and the navigation 
performance [1] [2]. 
3. Automatic generation of navigation mesh 
A good navigation mesh generation method must be able to produce an acceptable result, its formation 
navigation mesh may not guarantee optimal, but must be able to reflect the true environment of 3D game 
scene. Firstly, navigation mesh must as far as possible overlay each passable region, and give attention to 
both various activity characteristic of game role. Secondly, navigation mesh should use as few convex 
polygons to constitute, so can let pathfinding algorithm testing less nodes to find the right path. Moreover, 
navigation mesh must better than the original mesh data of 3D game scene, preferably in a given mesh 
data of relevant scene information, can full-automatic generated complete navigation mesh. Finally, 
navigation mesh generation method must be able to intelligent way of dealing with special polygons, for 
example: less than three vertex, dinky area or isolated island, etc special cases. 
In order to satisfy the above-mentioned requirements, the paper put forward a method of automatic 
generation of navigation mesh, and select the triangle as a navigation mesh node, which can guarantee 
constitute unit is convex polygon. Secondly, also requires the entire navigation mesh must be contiguous, 
namely all adjacent triangles only sharing one single edge. Finally, it requires any two triangle nodes 
won't cover each other, namely given any control point only can belong to one triangle node [3]. 
The 3D game scene model often exported by 3DS MAX software, usually constitute from the huge 
triangle nodes and a high degree of fine mesh. This model can represent the whole scene details, but not 
suitable for directly used for navigation mesh pathfinding, as shown in Fig.1. Firstly, need to single out 
the whole passable area from game scene. Through established the boundary discrete navigation mesh 
nodes around the passable area, and deferred to the counterclockwise order to connect neighbor nodes in 
turn, ultimately constituted the entire scene passable polygon. As shown in Fig.2 (a), red polygon is the 
passable area. When established passable polygon, because of the complexity of 3D scene, usually appear 
some special situations like regional intersection, regional selfing and isolated island. The situation for 
regional intersection, can use the district merges calculate method to the intersected polygons. The 
situation for isolated island, according to the special requirements of game, if the game allows special 
treatment by game role can teleport way into the island, then the island also need to be generated passable 
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region, but need to set the island navigation mesh to different style so that pathfinding in this area can 
optimization. 
Fig. 1. 3D game scene and its mesh model 
Fig. 2. (a) Passable polygon; (b) Delaunay triangulation to generate navigation mesh; (c) Eliminate impassable polygons 
After find the passable area, can start generating navigation mesh. Here adopted the method of 
Delaunay triangulation to finish preliminary generation, then aim at each triangular unit, judge its 
passable attribute, eliminate impassable triangles, and generate the final navigation mesh. As shown in 
Fig.2 (b) and Fig.2 (c). 
4. Pathfinding using navigation mesh 
4.1. The realization of path connection table 
Automatically generated navigation mesh produced a series of discrete triangles, but these discrete 
triangles cannot supply enough navigation information to complete the game role’s path planning. So 
need to establish a navigation graph. Through calculating the connectivity between random two 
navigation mesh nodes, can establish a path connection table [4]. This path connection table marked all 
passable adjacent nodes from a triangle node to another. 
Game roles can through the way of learning dynamic constructing the path connection table, this 
accords with human cognition of the rules, but this kind of real-time computation is too consumption 
resource. We can consider the preprocessing stage to construct the map connectivity information. A 
concrete realization, assuming only exists static obstacles, under the situation of 3D game scene during 
operation does not change, if starting point is in a triangle node, and target point is in another node, can 
find the next adjacent node through query the path connection table, if this node already contains target 
point, the path found successful, or continue querying with this new node as starting point, until find the 
triangle node which included the target point [5]. 
In order to construct the path connection table, first need to define navigation data structure of mesh 
nodes “NavigationCell”, as shown in formulae(1). In this data structure m_Vertex[3] represents three 
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vertices of triangle mesh node, and m_CenterPoint represents the center point of triangle mesh node, this 
point is used to approximate calculate the actual distance between two triangle nodes, that is, through the 
straight-line distance between center points of two mesh nodes to replace the actual path cost. m_Side[3] 
represents three sides of triangle, m_Link[3] represents three adjacent triangle nodes, if it is NULL, be 
called an obstacle edge. 
struct NavigationCell 
{
 D3DXVECTOR3 m_Vertex[3]; 
 D3DXVECTOR3 m_CenterPoint; 
 Line2D m_Side[3]; 
 NavigationCell* m_Link[3]; 
};   (1) 
After designed mesh node data structure, can built the path connection table. The connection table is 
composed of four parts. The first part has defined data structure of the node and edge, it is used to carry 
on the heuristic estimate at run-time. Hereinto node is denoted by “NavigationCell” object, and edge is 
denoted by the distance between two adjacent “NavigationCell” center points. The second part is the 
connection information, through set each edge's weight value, calculate all path cost between any two 
nodes, create the connection table. The third part is search algorithm, perform path planning between any 
two nodes, may use A* algorithm to search path. Last part stored all path data structure by table forms 
and established the connection table. In order to save the CPU cost, the path connection table can be 
saved as a file, and loaded into memory just when game began. 
The connection table preserved all preprocessing navigation data. In order to reduce the connection 
table’s memory storage space, only need for each node to store an integer size information, this integer 
represents the next adjacent node to target node on the road. For each map with node number of N. has N2
number of node pairs, finally the connection table only need N2 entries can cover between any two nodes 
of the path. 
Once get path node sequence, then can let the game role move along the node sequence. The concrete 
movement process is: map the starting point into one mesh node, then start moving along the edge's 
midpoint, this edge is adjacent to the next mesh node, finally arrive at the target mesh node. Experimental 
results as shown in Fig.3 (a), yellow line shows a path that starting point in No.33 triangle node and target 
point in No.13 node. By querying the path connection table, get the path node list is 
(33,32,15,28,27,18,17,16,26,12,13). Fig.4 shows a screenshots of the path connection table.  
Fig. 3. (a) Path planning with connection table; (b) Path smooth through line of sight technology 
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Fig. 4. Screenshots of the path connection table 
4.2. Path smooth 
Through the above method established path may produce a Zigzag effect. Navigation mesh makes the 
path from one node to another node wriggled. Such let the player feel a kind unrealistic. Therefore must 
adopt some improvement to make path smooth. Line of sight technology is a good method, the algorithm 
is: If there’s line of sight from the navigation point i to point i+2, remove point i+1. Repeat do that until 
there is no line of sight between adjacent points in the path. Through search the furthest visible waypoint, 
may jump over some curving waypoints, and cause the path become smooth. Experimental result is 
shown in Fig.3 (b). 
5. Conclusions 
Navigation mesh is a kind of advanced scene representation method in 3D game. Through transform 
3D game scene into 2D scene form, simplified game role's path planning realization. The paper 
introduced an automatic generation method of navigation mesh, and described design of path connection 
table according to the connectivity between discrete navigation nodes. Based on this connection table 
finished the path planning. Experiments have shown that the algorithm has good pathfinding performance 
in 3D games. 
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